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Struggling with a short-term memory problem that prevents him from remembering how he became a vampire and how he spends his
everyday life, Eric resists his girlfriend's entreaties to make her a vampire while endeavoring to outmaneuver an alluring witch and a
vengeful pack of born-again lycanthropes. Reprint.
Sixth in the New York Times bestselling Chicagoland Vampires series Turned into a vampire against her will, twenty-eight-year-old
Merit found her way into the dark circle of Chicago's vampire underground, where she learned there was more to supernaturals than
met the eye--and more supernaturals than the public ever imagined. And not all the secrets she learned were for sharing--among
humans or inhumans. Now Merit is on the hunt, charging across the stark American Midwest, tailing a rogue supernatural intent on
stealing an ancient artifact that could unleash catastrophic evil on the world. But Merit is also the prey. An enemy of Chicagoland is
hunting her, and he'll stop at nothing to get the book for himself. No mercy allowed. No rules apply. No lives spared. The race is on.
Blood TradePenguin
UPDATED WITH NEW MATERIAL IN 2018! INCLUDES AN ALL-NEW JANE YELLOWROCK NOVELLA Jane Yellowrock is a
shapeshifting skinwalker who means bad news for the undead. Now, she’s back and better than ever, as USA Today bestselling
author Faith Hunter gives readers an in-depth glimpse at Jane’s world…plus an all-new Jane Yellowrock novella! The gritty, sexy, and
thrilling New Orleans of the Jane Yellowrock novels is about to be exposed in a whole new way. Filled with brand new, original
content, this guide is a must-have for any fan. *Delve into the history of the characters in the series, including the vampire clans. *Get
better acquainted with Jane’s inner Beast with her in-depth guide to humanity. *Relive all the action with an essential timeline of
Jane’s exploits as a vampire slayer and a comprehensive glossary of terms. *Experience Jane’s latest thrilling adventure in an all-new
Jane Yellowrock novella. Plus, includes an exclusive sneak peek of the next Jane Yellowrock novel!
New York Times bestselling author Faith Hunter presents a comprehensive collection of stories starring everyone’s favorite “smart,
sexy, and ruthless”* shapeshifting skinwalker... In this must-have collection of stories, experience nineteen thrilling adventures from
the world of vampire-hunter Jane Yellowrock, including many fan favorites and two all-new novellas. Read about the first time Jane
put the pedal to the metal in “The Early Years,” and the last thing a werewolf will ever see as Jane delivers justice in “Beneath a
Bloody Moon.” Get a searing look into the pasts of some of the series’ best-loved characters: Beast in “WeSa and the Lumber King,”
Rick LaFleur in “Cat Tats,” and Molly Everhart Trueblood in “Haints.” In the brand-new “Cat Fight,” the witches and vampires of
Bayou, Oiseau, are at war over a magical talisman—and Jane must figure out how to keep the mysterious artifact out of the covetous
hands of the Master of New Orleans. And in the never-before-published “Bound No More,” Jane welcomes a visit from Molly and her
daughter, Angie, who is about to prove she’s the most powerful witch in Everhart history.... From the Big Easy to the bad bayou, from
the open road to a vampire’s lair—with Jane Yellowrock, it’s always a given: have stakes, will travel. *New York Times Bestselling
Author Kim Harrison
Stories From the World of Jane Yellowrock (A Penguin Special From New American L ibrary)
Black Water
Cold Reign
Mercy Blade
Skinwalker
Jane, a shapeshifting vampire-hunter-for-hire, crosses paths with a stranger who has arrived in New Orleans,
enlisted to hunt vampires who have gone insane-or so he says...
Let the battle for souls begin in Dead Man's Reach, the fourth, stand-alone novel in D.B. Jackson's acclaimed
Thieftaker series. Boston, 1770: The city is a powder keg as tensions between would-be rebels and loyalist
torries approach a breaking point and one man is willing to light the match that sets everything off to ensure
that he has his revenge. The presence of the British Regulars has made thieftaking a hard business to be in and
the jobs that are available are reserved for Sephira Pryce. Ethan Kaille has to resort to taking on jobs that he
would otherwise pass up, namely protecting the shops of Torries from Patriot mobs. But, when one British
loyalist takes things too far and accidentally kills a young boy, even Ethan reconsiders his line of work. Even
more troubling is that instances of violence in the city are increasing, and Ethan often finds himself at the center
of the trouble. Once Ethan realizes why he is at the center of all the violence, he finds out that some enemies
don't stay buried and will stop at nothing to ruin Ethan's life. Even if that means costing the lives of everyone in
Boston, including the people that Ethan loves most. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without
Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Jane Yellowrock is a vampire killer for hire—but other creatures of the night still need to watch their backs....
When the Master of the city of New Orleans asks Jane to improve security for a future visit from a delegation of
European vampires, she names an exorbitant price—and Leo is willing to pay. That’s because the European
vamps want Leo’s territory, and he knows that he needs Jane to prevent a total bloodbath. Leo, however, doesn’t
mention how this new job will change Jane’s life or the danger it will bring her and her team. Jane has more to
worry about than some greedy vampires. There’s a vicious creature stalking the streets of New Orleans, and its
agenda seems to be ripping Leo and her to pieces. Now Jane just has to figure out how to kill something she
can’t even see….
The hotly anticipated ninth novel in the hugely popular Elemental Assassin series finds Gin Blanco on a
dangerous mission to rescue a friend. When I say you’re a dead man, take that literally. To me, killing people is
like a day at the salon: cut and dry. Well, more like rinse and repeat when you moonlight as the assassin the
Spider. But my last spa day ended redder than my freshly painted nails after a twisted Fire elemental and his
goons kidnapped my close friend Sophia Deveraux and nearly killed her sister Jo-Jo in the process. Up Ashland’s
most dangerous mountains, and deep into the heart of its blackest woods—I’ll track these thugs no matter where
they take Sophia. It doesn’t matter what kinds of elemental magic they try to throw at me, my Ice and Stone
powers can take the heat and then some. I will get Sophia back, over their dead bodies. Because anybody that
hurts Gin Blanco’s family becomes a body.
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Welcome to Trifles & Folly, a store with a dark secret. Proprietor Cassidy Kincaide continues a family tradition
begun in 1670 – acquiring and neutralizing dangerous supernatural items. It’s the perfect job for Cassidy, whose
psychic gift lets her touch an object and know its history. Together with her business partner Sorren, a 500-yearold vampire and former jewel thief, Cassidy makes it her business to get infernal objects off the market. When a
trip to a haunted hotel unearths a statue steeped in malevolent power, and a string of murders draws a trail to
the abandoned old Navy yard, Cassidy and Sorren discover a diabolical plot to unleash a supernatural onslaught
on their city. It’s time for Kincaide and her team to get rid of these Deadly Curiosities before the bodies start
piling up.
Radiants
Death's Rival
Bloodring
Shadow Rites
Blood Trade

A collection of brand-new urban fantasy stories featuring tales of vampires, Tricksters,
witches and magic shoes from some of today's most popular and prolific authors in the
genre, including Shannon K. Butcher, Rachel Caine and Chloe Neill. Original. 35,000 first
printing.
View our feature on Faith Hunter’s Blood Cross. Jane Yellowrock is back on the prowl
against the children of the night... The vampire council has hired skinwalker Jane
Yellowrock to hunt and kill one of their own who has broken sacred ancient rules-but Jane
quickly realizes that in a community that is thousands of years old, loyalties run
deep...
Jane Yellowrock has her hands full in the latest novel in the New York Times bestselling
series that captures “the essence of urban fantasy” (SF Site). Slaying vampires is
child’s play for skinwalker Jane Yellowrock. But handling the complicated politics of New
Orleans’ supernatural players is another story... Jane is keeping the peace between
visiting groups of witches and vamps in the city, but then trouble comes knocking on her
doorstep. When her house is magically attacked, the wild chase to find her assailants
unearths a mystery that has literally been buried deep. A missing master vampire,
presumed long deceased, is found chained in a pit...undead, raving mad, and in the
company of two human bodies. Now it’s up to Jane to find out who kept the vampire hidden
for so long and why, because the incident could tip already high supernatural tensions to
an all-out arcane war.
New York Times bestselling author Faith Hunter presents a stunning collection of stories
from the world of shape-shifting vampire hunter Jane Yellowrock and beyond. Collected
together for the first time, this volume contains shorter works featuring heroines Jane
Yellowrock and Nell Ingram, as well as a host of other characters from the Jane
Yellowrock and Soulwood series. Faith Hunter is “an expert at creating worlds filled with
intriguing supernatural elements and exciting scenarios”* and her skills are on full
display in this collection. From a vampire-filled Halloween evening in New Orleans to the
searing tale of how a certain were-leopard first got his spots, this collection has
something for everyone, and each story is sure to put the super in supernatural. With
eighteen stories in all, Of Claws and Fangs will enrich and entertain—it’s a must-have
for Faith Hunter’s readers and all lovers of fantasy. *RT Book Reviews
From S. M. Stirling, the “master of speculative fiction” (Library Journal) and the author
of the New York Times bestselling Novels of the Change, comes a new vision, as a man
battles the dark forces of the world—including those in his own blood… Aeons ago, Homo
nocturnus ruled the Earth. Possessing extraordinary powers, they were the source of all
manner of myths and legends. Though their numbers have been greatly reduced, they exist
still—though not as purebreds. Adrian Brézé is one such being. Wealthy and reclusive, he
is more Shadowspawn than human. He rebelled against his own kind, choosing to live as an
ordinary man, fighting against his darker nature. But Adrian’s sister is determined to
bring back the reign of the Shadowspawn, and now she has struck him at his weakest point
by kidnapping his human lover, Ellen. To save Ellen—and perhaps all of humanity—Adrian
must rejoin a battle he swore he would never fight again.
American Demon
Half-Off Ragnarok
A Rogue Mage Novel

Cat Tales
Four stories from the world of smart, sexy heroine Jane Yellowrock—plus bonus material! Explore the world of shapeshifter and
vampire hunter Jane Yellowrock in these four stories, collected here for the first time. Meet Jane as she leaves the orphanage she was
raised in…and encounters the witch who’ll become her future best friend. Discover the story behind Cajun cop Rick LaFleur’s cat
tattoos—and the powerful witch who inked them. And, in the final, all-new story, find out what happened between Jane and Rick
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seconds after the end of Mercy Blade. Plus, get a never-before-seen index of vampire clans and alliances and a letter from the author
about the origins of Jane Yellowrock. Don’t miss a special excerpt: the first three chapters from the Jane Yellowrock novel, Raven
Cursed. The stories “The Early Years,” “Cat Tats,” and “Kits” were previously available on the author's Web site. “Blood, Fangs,
and Going Furry” has never before been published.
The adventures of Jane Yellowrock continue with a thrilling new installment in the New York Times bestselling series that captures
“the essence of urban fantasy” (SF Site). Jane Yellowrock is a shape-shifting skinwalker...and the woman rogue vampires fear most.
Jane walks softly and carries a big stake to keep the peace in New Orleans, all part of her job as official Enforcer to Leo Pellissier,
Master of the City. But Leo’s reign is being threatened by a visit from a delegation of ancient European vampires seeking to expand
their dominions. And there’s another danger to the city. When she hears reports of revenant vampires, loose in NOLA and out for
blood, Jane goes to put them down—and discovers there’s something unusual about these revenants. They never should have risen.
Jane must test her strength against a deadly, unnatural magic beyond human understanding, and a ruthless cadre of near-immortals
whose thirst for power knows no bounds...
In this series set in the same world as the Jane Yellowrock novels, New York Times bestselling author Faith Hunter introduces Nell
Ingram, who wields powers as old as the earth. When Nell Ingram met skinwalker Jane Yellowrock, she was almost alone in the
world, exiled by both choice and fear from the cult she was raised in, defending herself with the magic she drew from her deep
connection to the forest that surrounds her. Now, Jane has referred Nell to PsyLED, a Homeland Security agency policing
paranormals, and agent Rick LaFleur has shown up at Nell’s doorstep. His appearance forces her out of her isolated life into an
investigation that leads to the vampire Blood Master of Nashville. Nell has a team—and a mission. But to find the Master’s kidnapped
vassal, Nell and the PsyLED team will be forced to go deep into the heart of the very cult Nell fears, infiltrating the cult and a
humans-only terrorist group before time runs out...
Jane Yellowrock used to hunt vampires, but now she must fight--and win--beside them. As Enforcer to the vampire Master of the
City of New Orleans, Jane Yellowrock stakes her reputation and her life on keeping her territory safe. But Leo has been issued a
blood challenge by the emperor of the European vampires, who seeks to usurp all of his power and possessions. If Leo loses the
match to the death, the city will be forfeit, and the people of New Orleans will suffer the consequences. Jane can't let that happen.
Preparing for the duel requires all of Jane's focus, but with so much supernatural power in play, nothing goes according to plan. She
has to rely on herself and the very few people she knows she can trust to stand and fight. Only two things are guaranteed: nothing is
sacred, and no one is safe.
The first installment in The Curse Workers series from New York Times bestselling author Holly Black: “Urban fantasy, con
story—whatever you call it, read it” (Kirkus Reviews, starred review). Cassel comes from a family of con artists and grifters, all of
them curse workers but him. On top of that, Cassel is plagued by guilt that he killed his best friend, Lila, years ago. When Cassel
begins to have strange dreams about a white cat and people around him are losing their memories, he starts to wonder what really
happened to Lila, and what that means about his actions. In Cassel’s search for answers about Lila and himself, he realizes that his
brothers have been conning him for years, and that the final piece in their quest for power is about to fall into place. Cassel has other
ideas. He’s going to create an even more elaborate trap and, with Lila’s help, con a bunch of magic using conmen. This “beautifully
realized dark fantasy...with prose that moves from stark simplicity to almost surreal intensity in a moment” (Publishers Weekly,
starred review) is rife with the unexpected. “Readers will be hooked” (Booklist) on White Cat.
Circle of the Moon
Heart of Venom
Dirty Deeds
Raven Cursed
Shattered Bonds
In the penultimate novel in the #1 New York Times bestselling series—the inspiration for the HBO® original series True Blood—Sookie
Stackhouse must work with her first love to clear her current undead flame of murder... Felipe de Castro, the vampire King of Louisiana (and
Arkansas and Nevada), is in town. It’s the worst possible time for a human body to show up in Eric Northman’s front yard—especially the body of
a woman whose blood he just drank. Now it’s up to Sookie and Bill Compton, the official Area Five investigator, to solve the murder. Sookie
thinks that, at least this time, the dead girl’s fate has nothing to do with her. But she is wrong. She has an enemy, one far more devious than she
would ever suspect, who has set out to make Sookie’s world come crashing down.
When she is hired by the Master of Natchez, Mississippi to stop rogue vampires from terrorizing his city, skinwalker Jane Yellowrock soon
discovers that there is something different about these vamps as her simple job turns into a fight to stay alive. Original.
Meet shapeshifting skinwalker Jane Yellowrock in the first novel in the New York Times bestselling series that captures “the essence of urban
fantasy” (SF Site). Jane Yellowrock is the last of her kind—a skinwalker of Cherokee descent who can turn into any creature she desires and
hunts vampires for a living. But now she’s been hired by Katherine Fontaneau, one of the oldest vampires in New Orleans and the madam of
Katies’s Ladies, to hunt a powerful rogue vampire who’s killing other vamps. Amidst a bordello full of real “ladies of the night,” and a hot Cajun
biker with a panther tattoo who stirs her carnal desire, Jane must stay focused and complete her mission—or else the next skin she’ll need to save
just may be her own...
When her best friend Molly disappears, Jane Yellowrock goes up against a powerful new enemy in a world of black magic and betrayal to save
her. Original.
Living among humans in a post-apocalyptic ice age, neomage Thorn St. Croix possesses the power to protect the people of Mineral City but could
also bring down demons to destroy them all, as she confronts her ultimate test--to free an imprisoned, fallen seraph from the armies of darkness
that threaten them all. By the author of Bloodring. Reprint.
Seraphs
Dark Queen
Nineteen Stories from the World of Jane Yellowrock
A Taint in the Blood
Daughter of Redwinter

The third book in New York Times-bestselling Seanan McGuire's witty urban fantasy InCryptid series about a family
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of cryptozoologists who act as a buffer between humans and the magical creatures living in secret around us. "The
only thing more fun than an October Daye book is an InCryptid book." —Charlaine Harris, #1 New York Timesbestselling author of Sookie Stackhouse series Cryptid, noun: Any creature whose existence has not yet been
proven by science. See also "monster." Cryptozoologist, noun: Any person who thinks hunting for cryptids is a
good idea. See also "idiot." What do gorgons, basilisks, and frogs with feathers all have in common? They're all
considered mythological by modern science, and some people are working very hard to keep them that way.
Alexander Price is a member of a cryptozoological lineage that spans generations, and it's his job to act as a buffer
between the human and cryptid worlds—not an easy task when you're dealing with women who has snakes in
place of hair, little girls who may actually be cobras, and brilliant, beautiful Australian zookeepers. And then
there's the matter of the murders... Alex thought he was choosing the easier career when he decided to specialize
in non-urban cryptids, leaving the cities to his little sister, Verity. He had no idea what he was letting himself in for.
It's a family affair, and everyone—from his reanimated grandfather to his slightly broken telepathic cousin—is
going to find themselves drawn in before things get any better.
Nell Ingram faces a dark magic with no known origin in the newest pulse-pounding paranormal procedural in the
New York Times bestselling Soulwood series. Nell is a rookie PsyLED agent, using the powers she can channel from
deep within the earth to solve paranormal crimes. Together with her team, she's taken on the direst magic and
the most twisted foes. But she'll need to tap into every ounce of power she has for her newest case. Nell is called
to the Tennessee mansion of a country music star and finds a disturbing scene--dead bodies rapidly decaying
before everyone's eyes. The witch on her team, T. Laine, has never seen magic that can steal life forces like this.
PsyLED needs to find this lethal killer fast. But when a paranormal-hating FBI agent tries to derail the investigation,
and the dark magics begin to spiral out of control, they find themselves under attack from all sides.
The fourth Kate Daniels novel from the #1 New York Times bestselling author who “defines urban fantasy” (Fresh
Fiction). Kate Daniels works for the Order of the Knights of Merciful Aid, officially as a liaison with the mercenary
guild. Unofficially, she cleans up the paranormal problems no one else wants to handle—especially if they involve
Atlanta’s shapeshifting community. When she’s called in to investigate a fight at the Steel Horse, a bar midway
between the territories of the shapeshifters and the necromancers, Kate quickly discovers there’s a new player in
town. One who’s been around for thousands of years—and rode to war at the side of Kate’s father. This foe may
be too much even for Kate and Curran, the Lord of the Beasts, to handle. Because this time, Kate will be taking on
family...
Those who see the dead soon join them. From the author of the critically-acclaimed Blackwing trilogy comes Ed
McDonald's Daughter of Redwinter, the first of a brilliant fantasy series about how one choice can change a
universe. Raine can see—and speak—to the dead, a gift that comes with a death sentence. All her life she has
hidden, lied, and run to save her skin, and she’s made some spectacularly bad choices along the way. But it is a
rare act of kindness—rescuing an injured woman in the snow—that becomes the most dangerous decision Raine
has ever made. Because the woman is fleeing from Redwinter, the fortress-monastery of the Draoihn, warrior
magicians who answer to no king, and who will stop at nothing to reclaim what she’s stolen. A battle, a betrayal,
and a horrific revelation force Raine to enter the citadel and live among the Draoihn. She soon finds that her
secret ability could be the key to saving an entire nation. Though she might have to die to make it happen . . . At
the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Jane Yellowrock must dig deep and find strength within herself if she is to survive in the latest novel in this New
York Times bestselling series. Jane Yellowrock is vampire-killer-for-hire, but her last battle with an ancient arcane
enemy has brought her low. She seeks retreat in the Appalachian Mountains to grieve the loss of her friends, and
to heal—or to die—from the disease brought on by her magic. But malevolent elements in the paranormal
community still seek to destroy Jane, and a terrifying foe stalks her, even into the safety of the hills. With nowhere
to run and her body failing, the rogue-vampire hunter and her inner Beast must discover a way to defeat this new
threat, and find a form that gives her a chance to fight another day.
Of Claws and Fangs
Deadlocked
Kicking It
A Jane Yellowrock Novel
Blood in Her Veins

In a near future world marked by apocalyptic religious strife, Thorn St. Croix, a powerful neomage living
secretly among humankind, channels her gift of stone-magery into jewelry making, until a handsome
police officer, Thaddeus Bartholomew, comes into her life, changing everything. Reprint.
A thrilling return to the #1 New York Times bestselling urban fantasy series, continuing Rachel Morgan's
story. RACHEL MORGAN IS BACK--AND THE HOLLOWS WILL NEVER BE THE SAME. What happens after
you've saved the world? Well, if you're Rachel Mariana Morgan, witch-born demon, you quickly discover
that something might have gone just a little bit wrong. That the very same acts you and your friends took
to forge new powers may have released something bound by the old. With a rash of zombies, some
strange new murders, and an exceedingly mysterious new demon in town, it will take everything Rachel
has to counter this new threat to the world--and it may demand the sacrifice of what she holds most dear.
DeDe Mercer is a Radiant who can control other people’s thoughts, make them do what she wants. For
years she’s controlled her power, keeping her secret, never using it on anyone--until the day she had no
choice. Now the government is after her, after her brother, too, because he’ll come into his power before
long. The Department of Energy, the Defense Intelligence Agency, Homeland Security--they all want her,
and they’re willing to do anything, hurt anyone, kill if necessary, to make her their weapon. But DeDe has
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had enough. They think she’s a weapon? Fine. They’re about to find out how right they are. “Reads like a
cross between Stranger Things and Sense 8. Unique plot and engaging cast of characters. Radiants is a
fun ride that grabbed me and didn't let go. Looking forward to the next book!" -- Patricia Briggs, #1NYT
best selling author of the Mercy Thompson and Alpha and Omega books “(RADIANTS is) controversial,
nail-biting, edge-of-my-seat excitement." --Faith Hunter, NYT and USA Today bestselling author of the
Jane Yellowrock series “As gripping as its ideas about selfhood, identity and privacy are urgent,
RADIANTS is a psychological thrill-ride through dangers physical and conceptual. Serious fun. " -- AJ
Hartley, NY Times bestselling author of IMPERVIOUS and STEEPLEJACK Author Bio: David B. Coe is the
award-winning author of more than two dozen novels and as many short stories, spanning historical
fiction, epic fantasy, contemporary fantasy, and the occasional media tie-in. His novels have been
translated into more than a dozen languages. He lives with his family in the mountains of Appalachia.
Jane Yellowrock is a shapeshifting skinwalker you don’t want to cross—especially if you’re one of the
undead… For a vampire killer like Jane, having Leo Pellisier as a boss took some getting used to. But
now, someone is out to take his place as Master Vampire of the city of New Orleans, and is not afraid to
go through Jane to do it. After an attack that’s tantamount to a war declaration, Leo knows his rival is
both powerful and vicious, but Leo’s not about to run scared. After all, he has Jane. But then, a plague
strikes, one that takes down vampires and makes their masters easy prey. Now, to uncover the identity of
the vamp who wants Leo’s territory, and to find the cause of the vamp-plague, Jane will have to go to
extremes…and maybe even to war.
When the going gets tough, the tough get their hands dirty. Join NY Times Bestselling author Faith
Hunter, USA Today Bestselling author R.J. Blain, and National Bestselling authors Diana Pharaoh Francis
and Devon Monk on a wild romp where the damsels bring the distress and what can go wrong will go
wrong. Venture into a thrilling spinoff tale from the world of Jane Yellowrock, join vacationing gods in
what appears to be a quiet, ordinary town, visit a supernatural hotel where the bedbugs could very well
eat you, and dive into the zany, deadly world of the Magical Romantic Comedy (with a body count) series.
In this collection of all-new urban fantasy novellas and other stories, no job is too big or too small-if the
price is right.
Jane Yellowrock World Companion
An Urban Fantasy Collection
Blood of the Earth
Deadly Curiosities
Broken Soul
Jane Yellowrock goes back to the city where it all began in the newest installment of
this thrilling New York Times bestselling series. Jane used to hunt vampires, but now
she’s their queen. She’s holed up in the mountains with the Yellowrock Clan, enjoying a
little peace, when a surprise attack on her people proves that trouble is brewing.
Someone is using very old magic to launch a bid for power, and it’s all tied to the place
where Jane was first drawn into the world of Leo Pellissier—the city of New Orleans. Jane
is compelled to return to NOLA because someone is trying to destabilize the paranormal
world order. And because she now sits near the top of the vampire world, the assault is
her problem. She will do what she must to protect what’s hers. Her city. Her people. Her
power. Her crown.
Four stories from the world of “smart, sexy, ruthless”* heroine Jane Yellowrock—plus
bonus material! In Have Stakes Will Travel, readers get a chance to go deeper into the
thrilling world of skinwalker and vampire hunter Jane Yellowrock. In “WeSa,” the Beast
who lives inside Jane watches as her hunting grounds become prey. In “Haints,” Jane and
her best friend, witch Molly Trueblood, are hired to investigate mysterious paranormal
phenomena—and the evil they find brings a new meaning to the words "haunted house."
“Signatures of the Dead” tells the story of the vampire massacre that made Jane
Yellowrock a household name. And in “Cajun with Fangs,” Jane makes a new friend who turns
out to have old enemies, and finds herself drawn into a vicious blood feud, fueled by
dark magic and ancient grudges. Includes an exclusive preview of the newest Jane
Yellowrock novel, Death’s Rival—out October 2012 from Roc! “Wesa,” “Haints,” and “Cajun
with Fangs” are never before published. The story “Signatures of the Dead” previously
appeared in the Strange Brew anthology. *New York Times bestselling author Kim Harrison
The vampires of Asheville, North Carolina, want to establish their own clan, but since
they owe loyalty to the Master Vampire of New Orleans they must work out the terms with
him. To come up with an equitable solution, he sends an envoy with the best bodyguard
blood money can buy: Jane Yellowrock. But when a group of local campers are attacked by
something fanged, Jane goes from escort to investigator. Unless she wants to face a very
angry mast vampire, she will have to work overtime to find the killer. It's a good thing
she's worth every penny.
Shapeshifting skinwalker Jane Yellowrock is the best in the business when it comes to
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slaying vampires. But her latest fanged foe may be above her pay grade… For centuries,
the extremely powerful and ruthless vampire witches of the European Council have wandered
the Earth, controlling governments, fostering war, creating political conflict, and often
leaving absolute destruction in their wake. One of the strongest of them is set to create
some havoc in the city of New Orleans, and it’s definitely personal. Jane is tasked with
tracking him down. With the help of a tech wiz and an ex-Army ranger, her partners in
Yellowrock Securities, she’ll have to put everything on the line, and hope it’s enough.
Things are about to get real hard in the Big Easy.
Set in the same world as Faith Hunter's New York Times bestselling Jane Yellowrock
novels, the fourth Soulwood novel stars Nell Ingram, who channels her power from the
earth. Nell can draw magic from the land around her, and lately she's been using it to
help the Psy-Law Enforcement Division, which solves paranormal crimes. Joining the team
at PsyLED has allowed her to learn more about her powers and the world she always
shunned--and to find true friends. Head agent Rick LaFleur shifts into a panther when the
moon calls him, but this time, something has gone wrong. Rick calls Nell from a
riverbank--he's naked, with no memory of how he came to be there, and there's a dead
black cat, sacrificed in a witch circle and killed by black magic, lying next to him.
Then more animals turn up dead, and team rushes to investigate. A blood-witch is out to
kill. But when it seems as if their leader is involved in the crime, the bonds that hold
the team together could shatter at any moment.
Dead Man's Reach
Magic Bleeds
A Novel of the Shadowspawn
True Dead
Spells for the Dead
Three stories from New York Times bestselling author Faith Hunter, starring shapeshifting skinwalker Jane
Yellowrock. In Snafu, a young Jane shows up for her internship with a securities firm. But before she even
gets her foot in the door, she’s accosted by two street toughs and is forced to draw on her new-found Beastmagic to defend herself… In Black Water, Jane encounters a dire situation involving an escaped prisoner and
endangered hostages. With a helpful—and oddly sane—werewolf, Jane goes after the criminals, but can she
stop them in time to bring the kidnapped women home alive? In Off the Grid, Jane goes on what looks like a
simple mission for the Knoxville blood-master—finding a missing Mithran. Her search leads Jane to a young
woman named Nell, a woman with a scarred past and a strange power, a woman who may hold the key to
saving the missing vampire, if Jane can convince her to assist. Includes an exclusive preview of the Jane
Yellowrock novel, Broken Soul, coming October 2014 from Roc! Snafu and Off the Grid are never before
published. The story Black Water was previously published as an Audible Audio Edition. Praise for Faith
Hunter’s Jane Yellowrock Novels “Jane Yellowrock is smart, sexy, and ruthless.”—New York Times Bestselling
Author Kim Harrison “There is nothing as satisfying as the first time reading a Jane Yellowrock novel.”—Fresh
Fiction Faith Hunter is the New York Times bestselling author of the Jane Yellowrock series, as well as the
Rogue Mage novels. She lives in Rock Hill, South Carolina.
Biting Cold
Dark Heir
Blood Cross
White Cat
Black Arts
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